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Introduction to CEP and our approach
• The Centre for Energy Policy (CEP) is a multi-disciplinary hub that facilitates and conducts 

research, discussion, the exchange of knowledge and policy engagement on energy and 
climate issues. Here we worked with Dr Julia Race (Naval Architecture, Ocean & Marine 
Engineering, also Strathclyde)

• Uniquely, we offer a broader perspective on energy and climate policy challenges, going 
beyond technology-driven analyses to consider how understanding the wider economic, 
societal and political context of decision making can help us unlock solutions and break down 
‘policy barriers’. 

• We have particular expertise in conducting wider economy scenario analyses and political 
economy narrative development to investigate and communicate how different actions and 
options are likely to impact across the wider economy, how and where value is generated, 
which sectors and regions it accrues, and how this may help us consider questions of ‘who 
pays’.
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Applied approach: technically informed multi-sector economy-wide 
modelling

• All sectors and markets – drawing information from range of technical, industry, policy 
sources

• Economic multiplier relationships and metrics

• Simulation framework (more often used for ‘what if’ or ex ante analyses) – something 
changes directly impacting one or more sectors (e.g. investment spending, export demand, 
technical efficiency, tax rates), triggers series of economy-wide responses and effects, 
economy adjusts

• Variation in focus, assumptions and approach, depending on questions being asked (e.g. 
focus on energy sectors, labour markets, fiscal issues)



Using results to inform ‘ideas’ and 
building consensus around political 
economy narrative development – the 
case of CCS

• UKCCSRC (2019-20), Norwegian Research 
Council (2020-21) and Bellona-CIFF 
(2020-2021) 

• BEIS CCS team HAS actively engaged and 
supported our work (incl. UKCCSRC); key 
industry player (INEOS) and industry 
(chems/minerals) associations, along with 
trade unions, currently engaging

Professor Karen Turner
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The challenge of industrial decarbonisation
Current Emissions
• Business and industrial emissions are 21.4% of Scotland’s 

total emissions 
• Business and industrial emissions have reduced by 39.7% 

from 1990 to 2017 - largely through offshoring
Just Transition 
• Scotland could continue to decarbonise by closing sites –

but can we rely on imports for essential products/services? 
Is that better for global emissions & Scotland’s 
economy/livelihood?

• For example, 6000 people are employed in the Scottish 
Chemicals industry, plus thousands of supply chain jobs

• Can we decarbonise in a way that ensures the continued 
prosperity of people, businesses and public finances?
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The challenge of industrial decarbonisation - people
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UKCCSRC Project - The Role of CCUS in Industry Clusters in Delivering 
Value to the Political Economy (June 19 - Jan 20)

RQ1. What level and nature of economic value via high value-added jobs 
is currently generated for the Scottish and UK economies as a result of 
specific industrial activities - what is the extent of interdependency of 
this value generation across different activities in the wider economy?

RQ2. How and to what extent may the sustainability and further growth of 
this activity and the value it delivers be impacted by the deployment of 
CCUS? 



RQ1. A new ‘supported average wage’ or ‘wage premium’ multiplier

Professor Karen Turner and Dr Julia Race
Director, Centre for Energy Policy
@StrathCEP
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RQ2: How might that value be impacted by CCUS?

• Costly capital/capital efficiency (OPEX) focus established through conversations 
with INEOS colleague (Grangemouth) and applied to all Scottish Chemicals –
which includes refining (disclosure issues with IO data – INEOS ownership)

• Range 25%-50% capital efficiency loss for carbon capture (depending on whether 
retrofit or new equipment) – here consider ‘worse case scenario’

• Scottish economy-wide model with different labour market assumptions: fixed 
labour supply here – migration worsens outcome (workers can leave – real 
wage/unemployment)
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Changes in the policy/political landscape for CCS

• Oxburgh Report recommendations for investing in CCS infrastructure following 2015 
cancellation of the CCS Commercialisation Competition

• Three core recommendations flow from CCS in the power sector – required given potential 
competitiveness impacts of industrial decarbonisation

• Industrial decarbonisation – get to Industrial Capture Contract, ICC, mechanism: based on 
return to up front capital costs (CAPEX)

• Now? The CCS policy landscape has shifted
• Shift to industrial starting point (via Industrial Strategy) – inconsistent with Oxburgh model 

(still applies elsewhere, e.g. Norway, but less so UK, Netherlands) 
• Industry concerns over operating costs of capital (OPEX) as well as CAPEX
• Informs our analysis but these are also important examples of a shifting policy landscape
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Outcomes reported – ‘polluter pays’ (1)
• Capital efficiency decreases by 50% (build up over 10 years to 

2030, full industry capture) - return to capital requires increase 
the price of the output 

• Unless, and assuming for now no regulatory or policy action to 
protect industry competitiveness, competitors in other 
regions/nations do not incur similar cost and price increases, this 
reduces relative competitiveness of the Scottish Chemicals 
industry. 
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Outcomes reported – ‘polluter pays’ (2)
• Sustained loss of GDP of £175m and £200m per annum (worse if no wage flexibility), 

associated with a sustained negative impact on the public budget of reaching levels of 
up to £41m per annum and job losses 800-1350 FTE, with core 600 in Chemicals

• If have wage flexibility and also workers can leave (out migration from Scotland), 
sustained GDP contraction increases to £230m, public budget contraction to £48m 
and job losses of 1980 (still 600 in Chemicals industry)

• Notably earnings and GDP losses proportionately greater than employment loss so 
average wage and labour productivity contract – sectoral composition of jobs losses 
(wage premium)
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Outcomes reported –income tax funded subsidy (1)
• Capital efficiency still falls but here subsidise to extent that price of output does not need 

to rise (loosely comparable to Contract for Difference approach)

• Nature of the contraction different: acting to prevent impacts of the loss in Scottish 
Chemicals industry competitiveness (where, ultimately, all existing 6,000 industry jobs at 
risk from off-shoring) through an action that causes household real income and 
expenditure on UK sectors to fall. 

• Smaller sustained GDP loss of between £125m and £130m per annum over the longer 
term (wage flexibility reduces negative impact, unless workers can leave Scotland– GDP 
loss could be £406m)
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Outcomes reported –income tax funded subsidy (2)
• But greater jobs loss, ultimately with up to 2,500 jobs at risk (8000 with out-

migration). 
• Crucially, negligible jobs losses in the high value-added/high wage Chemicals 

industry
• Concentration of employment reductions in the sectors dependent on household 

spending. 
• Notably, job losses are in lower wage sectors: earnings loss less than 

proportionate, so Scottish average wage maintained. Contraction in GDP 
proportionately smaller than the contraction in employment; labour productivity is 
ultimately unaffected or show a slight marginal gain.
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Implications/way forward?
• Cost of our Scottish Chemicals subsidy ultimately £138.9m per annum
• If no out-migration of workers, key losses are smaller when we socialise (GDP, exports, 

earnings) but employment losses are bigger (with migration, GDP and export losses also 
bigger)

• Key outcome- Earnings and GDP drop less than employment when we subsidise/socialise 
so that average wage and labour productivity losses are avoided in all labour market 
scenarios

• NB. We haven’t simulated potential off-shoring (i.e. up to 6-7% increase in industry prices 
roughly triggers 11% contraction exports – but could ultimately lead to decision to off-
shore completely)

• We (researchers) shouldn’t suggest a decision rule – but we should help set principles and 
provide rigorous analysis.....next step for our Net Zero Principles Framework? 
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Lessons learned? 
• Industrial decarbonisation solutions are costly: both scenarios where Carbon 

Capture is applied to the Scottish Chemicals industry have a negative impact 
on GDP, earnings and jobs across the Scottish economy, and which would 
extend to the wider UK

• GDP contraction and earnings will be lower when Government (tax-payer) 
invests in decarbonisation by subsidising industry to avoid competitiveness 
loss

• But costs will be borne in other ways, through other jobs 

• Key question is finding pathways with flexibility to manage performance across 
the economy in different timeframes – potentially using different Net Zero 
actions to sustain/create jobs at risk from actions in other areas
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Challenges/opportunities for policy decision makers

• For example, can growth in renewables sector, increased residential energy 
efficiency secure jobs and GDP in parts of the economy affected by the need to 
support industrial decarbonisation actions

• GDP, jobs and earnings contraction would be significantly higher if industries 
close and relocate 

• Government also has opportunities to aid international market creation for low 
carbon products, to support and regulate the development of required 
infrastructure, and otherwise seek to avoid competitiveness losses where UK 
industry participates in our world-leading net zero ambitions
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CEP Principles for Net Zero Policy Making 

Our wider portfolio of research has helped us identify a number of fundamental policy principles 
that we think should be a central focus of Net Zero policy development more generally: 

1. Understanding who really pays, how and when and what gains can be used to balance this is 
fundamental 

2. We need to find pathways that allow us to sustain and grow our prosperity in an equitable way 

3. Finding options and pathways that can deliver near term economic returns is crucial –
especially in a post Coronavirus pandemic economic environment 

4. ‘Off-shoring’ is not the answer if it only shifts emissions, jobs and GDP overseas 

5. Net zero is a societal and public policy challenge more than it is a technological one
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